Kells at a Glance

Since 1978, Kells Academy and its structured, yet adaptable curriculum has allowed students to confidently explore, thrive and succeed.
Unique in North America, Montreal flourishes at the crossroads of oldworld culture and new world energy while its ideal size promotes both
cosmopolitan openness and an intimate local culture.
Our students arrive from homes around the corner and around the
world and find in Kells an open and inclusive community.
Be it the personal triumph of mastering a new subject, or the public celebration of a Kells student placing first in a national math competition,
Kells students are setting new standards in academic achievement.
Engagement and personalized attention to each student and their
families is a signature characteristic of the Kells Academy experience.

BEING A ‘STUDENT FOR A DAY’

A Private English school offering Kindergarten up to Grade 12
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Located in the beautiful city of Montreal, Canada
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➤➤ Secure and inviting student residence. Homestay option also
available.
➤➤ Student body 50% international, 50% Canadian
A rich academic landscape

➤➤ Enriched learning streams for students with advanced aptitude.
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➤➤ English Language Learning program for students whose first
language is not English.
➤➤ FLEX individual interest programs including the arts, robotics,
chess and theater to name a few.
➤➤ Multitude of extra-curricular activities, clubs and sports options.

t for a day’. Please call to confirm your
participation 514-485-8565 or email
Kells administration: attentive, accessible, responsive
➤➤ No Certificate of Eligibility Required

➤➤ 2021-22 Tuition K-11: $17,800 / Grade 12: $19,800

SERVE YOUR SPOT NOW!

6865 De Maisonneuve West, Montreal,
Quebec. H4B 1T1
Kells Academy

6865 De Maisonneuve West
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H4B 1T1
+1 514-485-8565
kadmin@kells.ca

For more information: www.kells.ca

www.kells.ca

